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1. 
This invention relates to motor driven tools 

and particularly to wood working tools, as 
routers, and to means for adjusting the depth of 
the cut by the tool. 

It has for its object a depth gauge which is 
particularly Simple and accurate and easily Op 
erable, and consists of a ring rotatably mounted 
on the body of the tool around the upper end 
of the passage in which the motor casing is ad 
justable axially, the ring having calibrations for 
different depths and operable initially with its 
Zero calibration in line With the calibration. On 
the motor casing when the tool is set in starting 
or zero position, and the motor casing is ro 
tatable to carry its calibration in line With the 
predetermined depth calibration of the ring. 
The invention consists in the novel features 

and in the combinations and constructions here 
inafter set forth and claimed. 

In describing this invention, reference is had 
to the accompanying drawings in which like 
characters designate corresponding parts in all 
the views. 

Figure 1 is an elevation, partly in section, of a 
router embodying this invention. 

Figure 2 is a sectional view, partly broken 
away, on line 2-2, Figure 1. 

Figure 3 is an enlarged fragmentary Cross 
sectional view on line 3-3, Figure 2. 

Figure 4 is an enlarged sectional view on line 
4-4, Figure 1. 
The router is of the general type shown in 

Patent No. 1,899,883, February 28, 1933. 
designates the body of the router, this con 

prising an upper tubular or sieeve portion 2 en 
closing a cylindrical passage and a base portion 
having a flat bottom plate 3 which engages the 
surface of the work in which a recess is to be 
cut out or routed, and limits the depth of the 
cut. The body is formed with diametrically op 
posing handles 4 for holding the tool and preSS 
ing it into the work. The body is also formed 
With slots 5 on diametrically opposite sides be 
low the tubular portion 2, and the tubular por 
tion 2 is split longitudinally at 6 so that the 
tubular portion is a split sleeve capable of be 
ing expanded and contracted. It is held con 
tracted by means as a clamping screw 7 coact 
ing with lugs 8, 9, on opposite sides of the slit 6. 

0 designates the electric motor, this having 
a cylindrical metal casing if which slidably fits 
into the passage of the tubular portion 2 of the 
body when the tubular portion is expanded by 
loosening the screw T. The casing is connected 
to the tubular portion by interlocking spiral 
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means, as ribs 2, on the casing coacting with 
Complemental grooves 3 on the inner face of the 
tubular portion 2 so that upon turning of the 
motor and its casing, the motor is shifted axial 
ly to adjust the depth of the cut. A tool, as a 
routing tool f4 is suitably carried by the shaft 
of the motor. 
The Subject matter of this invention is the 

means for adjusting the axial position of the 
motor and the cutter to cut predetermined 
depths. This means consists of a ring 5 en 
circling the upper or outer end of the tubular 
portion 2 and rotatably mounted thereon, the 
ring having micrometric calibrations 6 for co 
acting with a single calibration 7 on the motor 
casing . The ring is frictionally held in any 
adjusted position and as shown the friction 
means comprises brake shoes 8 located in 
grooves 9 and 20 on confronting faces of the 
ring and the tubular portion 2, the grooves ex 
tending circumferentially and usually being com 
plete circles. The brake shoes 8 are arcuate, 
resilient, and of a different arcuate curvature 
from the grooves so that they are Spiring loaded 
when flexed and serve to hold the ring from axial 
displacement, and also to frictionally hold it 
from turning movement. 
To adjust the depth of the cut, the clamping 

screw is first loosened and the motor turned 
along the Spiral Ways 3 until the end of the 
cutter is level with the plate 3, that is, in start 
ing position, or level. With the face of a Spacer 
between the face 3 and the Surface of the Work. 
In other words, the motor is set so that the end 
of the cutter touches the work. The ring 5 is 
then turned until its zero calibration is allined 
With the calibration On the motor casing. 
The motor Casing is then turned until the cali 
bration f is alined with a selected depth calibra 
tion of the ring. The clamping screw 7 is then 
tightened. The router is then operated on the 
Work to cut a recess and push into the recess 
until the face plate 3, or a spacing device, en 
gages the surface of the Work. 
By this adjusting ring, a fine micrometer ad 

justment of the cutter is quickly, easily and ac 
curately made. 
What I claim is: 
1. In a motor driven tool, a body formed with 

a cylindrical passage open at one end, a motor 
having its shaft provided with means for hold 
ing a tool and also having a cylindrical casing 
extending through the open end of the body and 
slidably fitting the walls of the passage, slidably 
coacting spiral means connecting the motor cas 
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ing and the walls of the passage so that upOn 
turning of the casing in the passage, the motor is 
shifted axially, and a depth gauge comprising a 
ring provided with depth calibrations, the ring 
being mounted on the open end of the body and 
having a rotating movement, friction means be 
tween the ring and the body for braking the 
rotation of the ring, the casing having a single 
calibration, the ring being rotatable relatively to 
the body and the casing When the Casing is 
turned to position the cutter in Zero position, 
and the casing being also rotatable along the 
spiral means from zero position to aline its cali 
bration with a Selected depth calibration. Of the 
ring, the ring and the body being formed with 
inner and outer confronting faces formed With 
circumferentially extending grooves and bow 
spring members in the grooves of a different arcu 
ate curvature from that of the confronting faces 
to frictionally hold the ring from turning. 

2. In a motor driven tool, a body formed with 
a cylindrical passage, the portion of the body 
formed with the passage being split longitudinally 
to form a clamp, and means for contacting the 
body, a motor having a shaft provided With 
means for holding a cutting tool, and also hav 
ing a cylindrical casing slidably fitting the walls 
of the passage when the cylindrical portion is 
unclamped, slidably interlocking spiral means 
Connecting the motor casing and the walls of the 
passage, whereby upon turning of the motor and 
the casing, the motor casing and tool are shifted 
endwise in the passage, and a depth gauge com 
prising a ring provided With depth calibrations, 
the ring being mounted on the open end of the 
body and having a rotating movement, friction 
means between the ring and the body for braking 
the rotation of the ring, the casing having a sin 
gle calibration, the ring being rotatable rela 
tively to the body and the casing when the cas 
ing is turned to position the cutter in zero posi 
tion, and the casing being also rotatable along 
the Spiral means from zero position to alline its 
calibration with a selected depth calibration of 
the ring. 
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4. 
3. In a motor driven tool, a motor having its 

shaft provided with means for holding a tool and 
also having a cylindrical casing extending there 
from and coaxial with said shaft, a body having 
at one end a bottom plate perpendicularly re 
lated to Said shaft and adapted to engage a sur 
face of the work piece, said body having a cylin 
drical passage therethrough opening at the other 
end thereof remote from said bottom plate and 
coaxial With Said cylindrical casing and slidably 
receiving the Same, cooperating interengaging 
Spiral means On the passage Walls of said body 
and the outer surface of said cylindrical casing, 
operative upon relative rotation between the cas 
ing and the body to effect relative axial move 
ment, a calibrated ring mounted on said body at 
Said other end thereof, a longitudinal index 
marking on said casing, said ring being rotatable 
On Said body to align the Zero calibration with 
the index marking to indicate the initial posi 
tion with the tool in contact with the working 
Surface, and Said motor casing being rotatable 
in Said body and axially movable therein to a 
final position wherein a selected calibration of 
the ring is aligned with the index marking in 
dicating the desired depth of cut to be obtained. 
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